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01
MOTIVATION
While digital currencies have long been a part of closed systems, such as online games
and messaging systems,1,2 it was the emergence of complementary platforms such
as token exchanges that have allowed cryptocurrencies to really flourish. Hundreds
of cryptos now join the market every year and there is no set trading time. Market
fluctuations are never black and white. All these factors make it a constant struggle
for investors to keep up with where the market is—not only on a day-to-day basis, but
also on an hourly or minute basis.
The nascent and ever-evolving terrain of the crypto space has made it difficult for
traditional investors to wrap their brains around the space. We’ve seen claims from very
astute investors that cryptocurrency prices are not based on economic fundamentals3
and that crypto assets hold no intrinsic value.4 Others have equated the crypto space
to a Ponzi scheme5 or referred to certain crypto assets as rat poison.6
As individuals personally, professionally, financially, intellectually and otherwise
invested in the potential of the blockchain, we all realize that we need more people
to better understand the space and its potential. And, at heart, we can derive three
lessons from these types of criticisms.
First, these investors do not understand what developments and information are
meaningful to the ecosystem, nor do they monitor the sources of information in the
space. Research shows that traditional financial analysts (as with most managers)
have finite bandwidth as to what they monitor7 and use various mental filters to comb
through information.8 We should not be surprised that critics look at the blockchain
and crypto space with confusion and incorrect frames of reference. They simply do
not know to what to pay attention to. . .and why should they as newbies to the space.
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Second, the idiosyncrasies of the crypto market demand both new and traditional
metrics. As the internet moved from Web 1.0 to Web 2.0, Wall Street scoffed at ‘eyeballs’
as a measure of a firm’s customer base. Despite this initial skepticism from traditional
investors, CPM (the cost per thousand impressions) has grown to become a primary
unit of digital marketing.9 The value of digital marketing firms today is directly tied to
measures that were once ridiculed by traditional investors.10
Third, these traditional investors hold fiduciary responsibility for trillions of dollars and
that tsunami of money holds the potential to lift a lot of boats. The evidence is already
mounting that there is a compelling argument from a financial return perspective to
incorporating crypto assets into institutional portfolios.11 There are signs that some
savvy people now ‘get’ that crypto can substantially increase portfolio returns. George
Soros’ fund recently internally approved the trading of cryptos and Goldman Sachs
is also considering offering a Bitcoin-related investment product.12 The sooner the
majority of traditional other investors become comfortable with how traditional and
non-traditional measures apply to the crypto space, the sooner those investors will
begin supporting the space with their financial force.
Sindric alleviates these pain points by creating a platform for investors to monitor
real-time data on the crypto asset market, providing a suite of tools and resources to
help usher in a new wave of capital as adoption increases. We provide all the tools and
indicators professional traders and investors are used to using in the stock market.
Also, we are creating Artificial Intelligence fueled indicators, Social Media sentiment
analysis, more Fundamental Analysis (FA) and Technical Analysis (TA) resources.
Users will be able to perform their due diligence on crypto assets, use overlays and
indicators on price charts, and eventually execute trades: trades they ideate on their
own, or ones suggested by our engines.
Sindric aims to be the only platform a crypto trader or investor will ever need—
the intelligent investors’ toolkit for a digital age.
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02

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
02.1 - Exponential Growth of Crypto Adoption
Cryptocurrency can be defined as “a medium of exchange that is created and managed
through cryptography to secure transactions, regulate the formation of new units,
increase the supply, and prevent fraud. Unlike cash, these currencies are purely
digital and used in online transitions.”13 Therefore, the market potential for the Sindric
platform consists of millions of users, each of them making hundreds of transactions
per year.
In September 2015, nearly 58% of the 800 executive and expert respondents to the 2015
Technological Tipping Points survey of the World Economic Forum’s Global Agenda
Council on the Future of Software & Society14 believed that 10% of global gross GDP will
be stored on blockchain technology by 2027. That’s the potential of $10.149 trillion in
value on the blockchain in less than a decade.

Global gdp (usd trillions)
IMF DATA Assumes 2.5 % Growth
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While the cryptocurrency space saw record-breaking growth rates in 2017 in terms
of number of market participants and total market capitalization, the overall value of
the cryptocurrencies was only $700 billion, with the $1 trillion mark expected to be
reached by the end of 2018.
A brief glance at the overall trading volume of all cryptocurrencies over time shows
that trading volume is increasing, but still has a long way to go to reach the 2027
predictions.
It is estimated that there are between 2.9 million and 5.8 million active users; most
of these users have on average two wallets.15 For the World Economic Forum’s expert
predictions to come true, many millions more need to be onboarded and become
comfortable with the crypto space.
Sindric will play a crucial role in that onboarding.

02.2 - Imperfect Marketplace
As the blockchain industry expands and the number and value of crypto assets
increase, the market for crypto investing and speculation inevitably will grow. And
despite that growth, one issue currently remains: there are too few data resources
available to the various types of investors out there.
For individual investors (a.k.a. retail investors), some will want to purchase specific
cryptos to support projects that they like. Others will want to purchase a portfolio of
cryptos to hedge their exposure to any one crypto. In terms of risk profiles, some will
seek to add a little crypto exposure to their existing portfolio of mostly stocks and
bonds. Others will seek substantial exposure to cryptos to benefit from the growth
of the market. Still, others will prefer to profit from the daily volatility. Each of these
investor types has different needs and cannot rely on the same data resources to
achieve their investment goals.
In contrast, institutional investors hold a unique fiduciary duty to ‘Know Their
Customer’ and to handle the capital over which they hold custody in accordance with
the needs of those customers and in accordance with various regulations, including
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA).
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According to the Investment Company Institute, the total worldwide assets invested
in regulated open-end funds is $40.4 trillion and the total value of retirement market
assets just in the United States is $25.3 trillion dollars.16 In the U.S., 31% of all U.S.
corporate equity, 23% of U.S. municipal securities, 19% of global corporate bonds, and
13% of U.S. Treasury and government agency securities are held by U.S. registered
investment firms. And as anyone active in the crypto space knows, at present,
institutional investors do not yet represent that level of trading in the crypto markets.
That will change. And they will need tools to be able to meet their responsibilities in
high volumes.
Institutional investors often have external and internal limits on holdings and trades
with which individuals need not concern themselves. SEC Rule 144 limits sales of
certain securities; “during any three-month period [sales] cannot exceed the greater
of 1% of the outstanding shares of the same class being sold, or if the class is listed
on a stock exchange, the greater of 1% or the average reported weekly trading volume
during the four weeks preceding the filing of a notice of sale.”17 And “Rule 10b-18
governs open market share repurchases by firms. It limits daily repurchases to 25% of
the average daily trading volume for the security during the preceding four calendar
weeks.”18 Mutual funds or retirement funds also often have internal limits set by their
firms, such as positions of no more than a certain percentage (e.g., 20%) of the funds’
daily trading volume. These are unique needs of institutional investors that are not
easily met with existing platforms.
Lack of transparency in the market makes it difficult for investors to gain the knowledge
they need to invest successfully and in line with various constraints.
Sindric hopes to change that.
Even for people with experience in trading, with over 1,600 cryptocurrencies, it is
difficult to research each potential coin and do a proper analysis. Valuable information
is dispersed across many channels such as Facebook, Twitter, Telegram, YouTube,
and Reddit. An average investor that is passively looking to diversify investments
can spend weeks, if not months, before fully understanding the crypto economy. This
creates a scenario wherein the beginner relies too much on third parties: ironic with a
technology that purports to play a role in eliminating them.
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We at Sindric believe that the measures developed today for crypto will become the
‘de facto’ standards of tomorrow, and we hope to be at the forefront of that transition.
We believe that Sindric is the company to bridge the existing gap, offering compelling
advantages such as transparency, premium indicators, proprietary trading strategies,
and cost efficiency. The platform’s main goal is to be the only resource a trader or
investor needs to succeed. Further, a more secure and trustworthy ecosystem will
instill confidence and bring new players into the market, including a lot of new capital
that will help various projects to deliver on their goals and for investors to benefit from
the increased liquidity.
Sindric will compare cryptocurrency valuations and trades in real time. The platform
also provides a social media analysis tool, which will provide the ability for investors
to evaluate the sentiment toward various cryptos; social media sentiment can be used
as a leading indicator to catch wind of potential drivers of price movements before
most of the market makes sense of the signal.
Measuring a cryptocurrency on this basis holds the potential to be a better measure
of a project’s promise, a factor that is of prime interest to investors in crypto assets.
Therefore, the Sindric knowledge database will include an assortment of information
about blockchain technologies, cryptocurrencies, and investments in cryptocurrency
markets.
The technology behind the Sindric platform analyzes each currency for historical price
data and searches for patterns, showing possible future price points and the potential
profits based on current prices and rates of change.
Sindric aims to encourage self-governance in the tokenized economy and unite
exchanges around the world. We are creating the tools needed to create a new financial
paradigm.
The Sindric platform seeks to enhance and complement the cryptocurrency ecosystem
through a comprehensive toolset and easy-to-use platform, with a clean interface
visually representing data findings, gathered from a range of metrics.
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Our goal is to lower the barriers of entry to crypto investment markets by providing
tools and services that make interacting, handling and trading crypto assets accessible
to everyone.
Also, to ensure users can benefit from developments in the cryptocurrency market
while mitigating risks arising from cryptocurrency ownership, transfer, and exchange,
our services will be tailored for both inexperienced and experienced traders.
We plan to use the most proven and scalable open source technologies and constantly
monitor alternative technical advancements. Thus, our team hopes to contribute to
the entire cryptocurrency space and spread more general awareness of the potency of
blockchain in solving problems and cryptocurrencies in incentivizing those solutions.
Sindric will provide significant advantages to investors and develop a fair and
transparent service that will make it easy for traders to invest in cryptocurrencies.
There will be a clear display of relevant market data and relevant gas fees.

Cryptocurrency valuations

Social media analysis

artificial intelligence

sentiment analysis

historical data

back-testing

pattern recognition
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SOLUTION
Sindric addresses gaps in the crypto asset trading space by focusing on two key pillars
when constructing our platform:

TRANSPARENCY
Sindric aims to address the lack of transparency in the market through our robust
informational offerings, giving both high-level and in-depth views into the crypto asset
market. To help cut through the noise, we also have developed, and are continuing to
develop, tools and indicators to help traders succeed.

STABILITY
Sindric will help traders through fundamental analysis on crypto tokens performed
with different tools like back-testing, crypto screener, forecaster, technical indicators,
social media platforms and fundamental indicators (such as block time, difficulty,
block count, hash time and block size).
We outline in detail our proposition below and look forward to welcoming you as a
token holder.

Retail & institutional
investors

transparency
In-Depth/Accurate Market Data
Crypto Knowledge Hub
Incentivized Ecosystem

Stability
Crypto Screener
Forecaster
Sindric 50 Index Fund
Technical Indicators
Fundamental Indicators
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SINDRIC GOALS
The end goal of Sindric is to be the most advanced crypto market data analytics
platform in the world. Sindric believes that access to data feeds, relevant content, realtime trackers of news events, catalysts and sophisticated investment research tools
are essential to navigate the always volatile cryptocurrency markets.
Sindric will cater to a wide range of clients who have diverse needs for crypto-related
information including:

Crypto traders
Wealth managers
Hedge fund managers
Retirement fund managers
Data vending channels
The Sindric crypto content platform will feature:

Back-testing
Crypto Screener
Forecaster
Technical Indicators
Social Media Platforms
Fundamental Indicators
Overall, Sindric envisions a world where retail and institutional cryptocurrency
traders have real-time access to valuable, market-moving information aggregated to a
single, easy-to-use, data analytics platform. Sindric will strive to help investors tackle
all their crypto challenges by being the one-stop shop that any trader can use to garner
insights into the entirety of the crypto world.
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Institutional investors are starting to show more and more interest in the crypto
asset market. The CFA Institute has just announced that it will be adding topics on
cryptocurencies and blockchain to its Level I and II exam curricula in 2019.19 And
the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis has added several cryptocurrencies to its data
tracking service FRED.20 Cryptocurrency trading for institutional investors like hedge
funds and pension funds is possible in Germany, thanks to a partnership between the
German securities trading bank, VPE WertpapierhandelsBank AG, and Berlin fintech
company solarisBank.21
Still, in other regions, barriers are still relatively high. By introducing institutionalgrade indicators and information, we will ease the process of market entry for these
global investors.
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SINDRIC PLATFORM
Sindric is the first platform to include systemic evaluation of cryptocurrency value
using fundamental and technical factors to achieve real-time analysis. Sindric
provides market data, price, and content to crypto enthusiasts. This provides users with
advanced analytics via artificial intelligence tools and machine learning algorithms
which gather data on regulatory actions and the overall crypto economy.
In addition, Sindric will provide both market and fundamental analysis for
cryptocurrencies by leveraging data. These statistics help traders understand the
adoption levels of miners and users’ interest in the project. The Sindric 50 Index is
a market-capitalization weighted index that provides the direction of the overall
crypto market to the user. Sindric demonstrates trending coins and highlights all-time
highs and all-time lows, which are widely used as traditional technical indicators in
financial markets. Sindric will provide more analytics to clients to help them make
crypto decisions.

Sindric 50 Index
All Cryptocurrencies

Analysis

Sindric 50 Index

Top
50
5 minute index update

Eligibility Criteria
Market Cap: Top 50 cryptocurrencies based on the market capitalization criteria in the Sindric
cryptocurrencies list with appropriate trading volume.
Liquidity: The cryptocurrency should have a minimum average daily trading volume of $50,000 in
the 1 month leading up to the day of inclusion. If trading volume does not support inclusion of the
cryptocurrency, the cryptocurrency will not constitute part of the index.
Age: The cryptocurrency should be actively traded for at least 3 months.
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TECHNICAL INDICATORS
Sindric will provide several traditional technical indicators that traders can use to
their advantage and historical intraday cryptocurrency data from various top global
exchanges such as Coinbase, GDAX, Kraken, Bittrex, and Poloniex.
The historical data will include the complete set of data per exchange per token. Sindric
will provide volatility and correlation dynamics for financial modeling in addition to
good quality tick data. Volatility will be measured every 5 minutes. The traditional
technical indicators mentioned below will be provided for every coin within Sindric.

Simple Moving Averages
Exponential Moving Averages
Relative Strength Index
Moving Average Convergence Divergence
Average True Range
Bollinger Bands

06.1 - Back-testing Feature
The Sindric back-testing feature will allow traders to test their trading strategies
using historical data. Traders will have the opportunity to view their strategies before
physically making those trades. With back-testing, the trade will be simulated using
real data from the past. This is a great opportunity for traders to understand the
different levels of profitability that can be gained from their strategy. In addition, how
much risk the strategy will hold can also be obtained through this exercise.
The Sindric back-testing functionality will allow users to choose from many technical
indicators. Based on the indicators chosen, the necessary parameters can be set.
Sindric will display results based on those technical indicators. Users also will have
the ability to choose time-exit and stop-loss as conditions during back-testing. Timeexit will stop the simulation at the given time. Stop-loss will end the process when a
particular gain/loss has been reached.
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Since the crypto world operates at on a 24x7 schedule, there is no specific closing or
opening of the market as there is in traditional market trading. Sindric will take the
price at 12:00 am EST as the closing price of the coin for the record-keeping day. When
using the back-testing functionality, Sindric assumes that the trader executes at the
Sindric closing price. The one-way, default transaction cost will be 0.5% and can be
adjusted by the user.
Once the user finishes a back-test, traditionally the best way to evaluate the results
is to look at the Calmar and Sharpe ratios. The Calmar ratio is the comparison of the
average annualized rate of return and maximum drawdown risk. The Sharpe ratio
is the risk-adjusted returns, which will allow a user accustomed to these measures
to understand the performance of his/her strategy from its back-testing result. Nontraditional measures will also be developed using the same back-testing strategies,
then provided to users in our firewalled services.
Back-testing is a great feature that allows traders to understand the strengths and
weaknesses of their strategy before performing it on the real market.

06.2 - Crypto Screener
Currently, there is no comprehensive cryptocurrency screener available within
the crypto market. Sindric will fulfill that need by creating a screener for all coins
on the platform. The crypto screener will give users an insight into the top coins
by sector. This is important because institutional traders often have limits on how
much exposure they can have to particular sectors, and retail investors often want a
diversified portfolio across multiple sectors. At the same time, this functionality will
allow institutional investors to construct sector-specific funds of crypto assets, or to
fold certain cryptos into existing sector-specific funds. Sindric’s sector rankings will
be derived using all technical and fundamental indicators.
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In the screener, traders will have the opportunity to view the top coins for various
sectors and use the rankings at their discretion. Sindric will allow traders to sort based
on preference, being able to switch the sorting basis and add-in details. The basket of
ranked coins can help traders learn more before they invest. Some of these items will
include (but are not limited to):

Price
Top Gainers
Top Losers
Trending
Industry
Sindric 50 Index
Number of Users
Number of Contributors
Number of Development Commits
Number of Miners/Harvesters
This crypto screen is another tool that Sindric’s users will be able to utilize in order to
make the most informed decision before performing any trades.

06.3 - Forecaster
The Sindric forecaster and pattern finding feature will help traders in identifying
risk-reward trading opportunities. Sindric will use historical data for the analysis of
cryptocurrencies and apply machine learning algorithms to obtain prediction models
by finding patterns in existing data.
Sindric will test algorithms focused on predicting changes in prices of cryptocurrencies.
Cryptocurrency markets are very new, thus factors that drive prices are not wellknown. For this reason, Sindric algorithms will use artificial intelligence to combine
quantitative and non-quantitative data to come to a stable and reliable prediction.
Once discovered, these non-traditional measures will be given independent titles and
made available to clients for use in their own trading.
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06.4 - Social Media Platforms
Social media is a huge part of life today. Twitter has become a popular platform for
crypto traders and enthusiasts to get their latest news about the events unfolding in
the crypto world. Sindric will bring curated Twitter content from crypto experts to
platform users. Tweets from crypto gurus with well-established trading records will be
available for our clients. Sindric will analyze cryptocurrency social media and market
trends, and provide sentiment analysis (i.e., a measure of positive/negative affect
regarding cryptocurrencies based on tweets) to Sindric users.
To understand how this tool might be used, an investor might intuit the popularity of
a crypto from the number of mentions it receives on Twitter. For others, a change in
the number of tweets and mentions might act as an indicator of how the crypto might
perform. Beyond those signals, because Twitter is one of the primary forms of crypto
communication, many formal announcements are made on the platform. Reactions to
these different pieces of information could lead to either positive or negative changes
in a particular crypto’s price. Sindric will provide these data, which might just change
a user’s outlook on what trades to perform.
Sindric will use still other media platforms to gather analytics as well. Google Trends
will be available for all cryptos. Interest by region and interest over time can both be
derived using the Google Trends platform. Also, hashtags on Instagram and Facebook
will be calculated, similar to that of Twitter. Social media platforms can provide
information into the popularity of, and sentiment toward, certain cryptos. That
information can be helpful when making crypto trades.

06.5 - Fundamental Indicators
Sindric will provide our clients with several fundamental indicators that are nontraditional for investors more comfortable with equity markets than crypto markets.
As those familiar with the crypto space understand, these indicators illustrate some
underlying forces that affect the well-being—and thus the prospects—of individual
cryptocurrencies and their distributed networks.
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The following fundamental indicators for each crypto will give traders an intuitive
understanding of the health of the cryptos’ networks.

Block time
Difficulty
Block count
Hash rate
Block size

06.6 - The Sindric Token - Utility
As a global analytics crypto platform, Sindric wants to focus its time and resources on
delivering the best quality metrics and algorithms, not the daily value of fiat currencies
from our worldwide user base. Thus, we will rely on the robust ecosystem of crypto
exchanges to allow users around the world to access our platform quickly.
While a free tier of basic functionality (including prices and market trends) will be
provided at no cost to all users, other advanced data analytics services and capabilities
(such as real-time reporting) will require a fee to access, payable in Sindric tokens.
Users will have access to customized activity statements and will be able to view
detailed information about their account activity including positions, cash balances,
transactions, and more.

06.7 - The Sindric Token - Technology
The Sindric token [SND] is an ERC20 token issued on the decentralized Ethereum
blockchain (https://www.ethereum.org/). A safe and publicly auditable smart contract
will handle the exchange of ETH (Ether) and BTC (Bitcoin) for Sindric tokens during
the token generation phase. A total of 1 billion Sindric tokens will be issued, with 80%
allocated to building out the platform, 5% to the bounty campaign and the remaining
15% to the team and advisory board. To nurture trust in the platform, tokens provided
to the founders and advisors will have an 18-month vesting period before they could
be sold to others to access the platform.
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06.8 - The Sindric Token - Staking & Spending
The Sindric token [SND] is intended to serve as a subscription fee to access the most
exclusive features of the Sindric platform, including various levels of data feeds,
traditional and non-traditional metrics and other specialized content.
The Sindric token may be both staked and spent on the platform. When Sindric tokens
are staked, the token holder will be provided access to basic services for free. When
Sindric tokens are spent, however, the expenditure acts to purchase Sindric’s most
exclusive data, metrics, and content.
Combined, these staking and spending mechanisms directly connect the utility of the
Sindric tokens to the utility of premium data feeds and exclusive content produced by
Sindric and affiliates. With data being the new oil of this generation,22 this provides a
baseline support for the utility of the Sindric token across time.
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07

ROADMAP
07.1 - Development
The roadmap below does not show all the upcoming features planned, and we may add
elements based upon feedback from our community.
In Q3 2017, our team launched its first project—CoinMarketWatch.com—which was
aimed at addressing shortcomings with existing data availability to the crypto space.
With that launch, we built out the main functionalities and applications, making them
available online. Still, our interactions with both retail and institutional investors
suggested that the needs of the market were much larger than we were delivering at
CoinMarketWatch. With that feedback in hand, in Q1 2018, we completed our technical
and volatility indicators (and launched their beta) and made the entire platform
available via iPhone and Android apps. Given the scope of changes that we foresaw,
we also felt that a fully new platform and rebranding were necessary.
Enter Sindric.
The SND token generation event, token pre-sale and sale will take place in Q3 2018.
Token sale contributions will be used primarily to scale the team to develop more
indicators and tools (see breakdown on p.19).
By the end of Q3/Q4 2018, Sindric will complete its data collection, including fundamental
factors of all available blockchains with tokens, redesign the crypto analytics website
and add technical analysis.
Furthermore, in Q1 of 2019, we will start our machine learning tests, deep learning
on collected data, and forecast test based on our algorithms. We also plan to add new
social media resources as well.
In summary, we have an ocean of work before us—development, website improvements,
strategic partnerships, and onboarding both retail and institutional clients. We hope
that you will join us in our attempt to lift everyone’s boat.
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07.2 - Milestones
Below is a representation of the milestones and dates we are looking to achieve. You
can stay up to date with our milestones and achievements on our website and social
media platforms.

2017 q3

-

q1 2018

- App launch for iPhone and Android
- Technical indicators - Beta launch
- Volatility indicators - Beta launch

2018 q2-q3

-

- Website redesign
- Research work
- Data collection, including fundamental
factors of all available blockchains

q3-q4 2018

Addition of technical analysis
Team build out
Token pre-sale
Token sale

2019 q2

- Currency basket functionality
- Addition of more social media sites for
prediction algorithms
- Development of crypto indexes
- Addition of crypto screener
- Addition of advanced back-testing
functionalities

Public website development and launch
My Portfolio functionality
CMW 50 Index development
Relative perfomance functionality
Basic social media streams
Basic news stream

-

Machine learning tests
Deep learning on collected data
Forecast testing based on algorithms
Additional news & social media sources
Team build out continues

q3-q4 2019
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